INTRODUCING Sun Parasol® Giant Marbled Crimson
**Sun Parasol® Giant Marbled Crimson**

- Stunning variegated giant mandevilla!
- Sport of the top-selling Giant Crimson
- Large crimson flowers, spanning 4-6 inches
- Stable, striking variegated foliage
- Vigorous growth to match Giant Group
- Outstanding disease resistance
- Natural climber
- Thrives in the heat

**Sun Parasol® Designer White**

- A whole new form!
- Super sturdy bush
- Upright non-vining shrub
- Perfect premium tropical
- Easy to create standards/trees
- No need for stake or trellis
- Gorgeous glossy green foliage
- Thrives in the heat

**Sun Parasol® Apricot**

- Gorgeous new color!
- Beautiful in hanging baskets and patio pots
- Large, light peach flowers, spanning 3-5 inches
- Fast, vigorous growth
- Excellent branching
- High flower count
- Outstanding disease resistance
- Thrives in the heat
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